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Doesn't really sound mysterious at all, it's far too upbeat for that. Might be a better fit if you're wanting catchy, pop style tunes
for your game.. These are really slow, mellow songs, nothing harsh.. Mellow, shallow tracks in low- and midtempo.. Doesn't
really sound mysterious at all, it's far too upbeat for that. Might be a better fit if you're wanting catchy, pop style tunes for your
game.. A great music pack! Well worth the asking price. Some tracks calming even some reminding me of a "Portal" esk vibe.
This one is well worth picking up even if you're searching for Myst/Scifi Quality.. ''Mostly negative''? Really? I have no idea
why anyone would not like this. The music is well composed, and it does have some mysterious songs(some reviews complained
about it being too upbeat), the rest are pretty upbeat. As advertised, perfect for a puzzle game, especially for something similar
to Account Mu . Since this is a pack of music, I'll review each song one by one. 1)A song less traveled-This is one of my favs
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2)Endless-Again, pretty calm and upbeat. Would probably not suit a town or a lobby like a song less traveled, but could still be
used for a nice colorful puzzle game! 3)Mysterious Mayhem-A little less puzzle-y and more vast. Tbh, I don't think this could be
used for much. The thing I don't like about this song is that it mixes cyberpunk and fantasy which makes it so that you can not
use it for either. 4)Obscurity-One of the darker songs in the pack, this is pretty good for a mysterious area, or for giving some
atmosphere before a boss battle. 5)Quizzical-The song itself is awesome, however it makes the same mistake Mysterious
Mayhem did, but this time instead of mixing fantasy and cyberpunk, it mixes happy and sad. It does have the perfect tune for a
memory sequence, but it just makes you think ''would I use this in a happy or sad memory?''. 6)Sand Falling-I can't really say
that the title suits this song. You'd think this would be a desert styled music, but it isn't. It has a more visual novel or tamagotchi
feeling to it. Just like most other songs, could also be good for a puzzle game! 7)Slight Suspicion-This one is pretty dark while
still having an upbeat theme to it. It's great for the final levels of a puzzle game, as it gives me that impression at first. 8)The
Riddle-Another cyberpunk-ish theme, atleast this time it has no fantasy mixed in it! It does feel like it would be great for a
calming scene in a sci-fi game. 9)Unobtained-Another slightly dark tune. It does have a horror feeling to it, but could be used in
a fantasy rpg! 10)Wondering-Oh god, I'm getting the underwater vibes already! This one is possibly the calmest song on the list.
Before finishing off, I'd like to point out that you should get it when it has a sale. In my region, it's 10 try, which is the same
amount of songs in the list. And with that money I could get atleast 3 games from my wishlist. Luckily though, I got it when it
got an 80% discount, and I feel that this price is waaaaaay more suitable. One downside of it is that most songs are short, mostly
below a minute or a little above it. It isn't too much of a problem, but it does make me wish they were atleast slightly longer. Do
get this if you are making a puzzle game, or just want some upbeat music in general, the songs are really well done and cute. I
wish it had a little more songs though.. A great music pack! Well worth the asking price. Some tracks calming even some
reminding me of a "Portal" esk vibe. This one is well worth picking up even if you're searching for Myst/Scifi Quality..
Definitely not for most projects. As suggested by the description, the general feel is more orientated for a puzzle game (ala
Match 3, etc.) than an RPG. They're pretty shallow and just fade into the background quickly.. Definitely not for most projects.
As suggested by the description, the general feel is more orientated for a puzzle game (ala Match 3, etc.) than an RPG. They're
pretty shallow and just fade into the background quickly.
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